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The Muddler Minnow was developed by Don Gapen from Ontario in 1937 to imitate sculpins in the 
Nipigon River. He used the fly to catch the large Nipigon brook trout. The fly developed universal fame 
and is still widely used today. Don’s original fly has led to many different variations. Two of the more 
famous variations are the Marabou Muddler by Dan Bailey of Montana and the Whitlock Sculpin by 
Dave Whitlock of Arkansas. The Muddler Minnow eventually helped lead the way to swinging flies for 
steelhead. 
 
Sculpins are common in the Brule River, with some adults reaching more than 4 inches in length. If you 
look closely at the stream bottom in the Brule, usually with some observation you can spot a sculpin. 
Some maybe less than 1 inch in length, trying to camouflage themselves on the bottom. Their large head 
and big pectoral fins with a slender tapering body easily define them. They are an obvious food source 
for predators. 
 
Today’s modern materials open up exciting opportunities for fly tiers to invent their own versions of the 
Muddler. It’s important to not overdress the fly to maintain its movement and translucency in the 
water. 
 

 

Don Gapen’s original pattern (center middle). 
Others are simple swing fly variations. All are 
tied on Daiichi 2050 #3 hooks. 

Recipe 

1. Hook: Daiichi 2050 in size 3 or 5 or any size 2 – 8 3xl hook. 
2. Thread: Brown 220 denier or 3/0. 
3. Begin the thread about ¼ inch behind the hook eye and wrap the shank rearward to a spot above 

the hook point. 
4. Tail: Cut a small section from the quill of a mottled brown turkey wing that is about ¼ inch wide. 

Hold the feather at the tie in point between your fingers on top of the hook shank, pull the 
thread up between your fingers, and pull down smoothly so as to stack the fibers on top of the 
hook shank. You want the tail to be about ½ inch long. 



5. Body: Tie in gold tinsel, move the thread to where you started behind the hook eye. Wrap the 
tinsel to the starting point and tie off. A protective cover of clear cement or clear glue goo works 
well over the tinsel at this step. 

6. Underwing: Tie in a brown deer hair wing that extends to the end of the tail. Some flash can be 
added here as well. The original pattern had a grey squirrel tail underwing. Our Brule River 
sculpins are a very mottled brown. 

7. Over wing: Cut 2 mottled brown pieces from matching feathers from opposite wings so that the   
colored sides are outward (the dull sides will be to the inside). These should be about 5/16 of an 
inch wide and will extend to the end of the tail. Tie them in on each side of the underwing. The 
tips of the wings should have a natural downward curve to them. 

8. Head and collar: Spin brown deer hair on the remaining shank. The first spin will have hair that 
will form the collar and the stub ends the beginning of the head. So you need to start with hair 
that is as long as the over wing. After the collar is completed, spin smaller lengths of hair to form 
the head. Whip finish and head outside to trim the head to shape, flat on the bottom and oval on 
the top. (If you don’t know how to spin deer hair, there are many instructional online videos. For 
example https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0Wlqwz3iy0). Cement the thread when you’re 
done trimming the head. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0Wlqwz3iy0

